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ABSTRACT
Six independent study ercjects are ere() to

students in an introductory-psychology course at .th" University of
°Houston. The proledis include.a term paper, bock critique,
independent research project, audio and/or Visual demonitratiOny
'research assistance to a faculty member, and a ccmounity eervlce
option. The most popular o( these projects is the ccmmusity, service
option which i-is selected by 31% of the students.. The project consists
of working as a volunteer for 30 _to tikhours,in."a pre-authorized
community service agency. Data are. col2ected by atudents'and faculty
members about agencies iii the Houston area such aas churches, sahccls
hospitals, rehabilitation clinics, and halfway housee. Pact -sheets
are compiled for each agency including-addiessr,telephone, contact
person within the agency and nt the University cf Houston, 'etatne cf
the volunteer program, volunteer activities, and nature cf 'the_
population which the agency serves. Student activities within the
agency are Supervised_ and evaluated by an agency representative., At
the- end of the course, students are asked tc evaluate agency
activities and goal achievement. Evaluations of the- volunteer- program'
indicate that it increases student understanding of the job market,
links abstractions of the classroom with the reality of activity in a-
community agency, and offers signifiTint volunteer services to
agencies which are often in need of qualified volunteers. (DB)
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_erien le4nung.m introductory psychology:

Student's persPetive..

Richard A. Kasschau

ynlversity of Houston
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INFOHMATION- To Irma AND
USERS OF THE Eft gySTEM.!.

Tomor 1 starts again--for me at least. 11- or 1200 students en

introductory psychology course at the University of Houston, about 90% of them

responsibility We've spoken here at APA in the pastabout.sorne of the things do with

that course, 'but we've never 'really dwelled on one of ehe featiires that students

report -- semester after semesterto be their favorite portion of the course. That's the

portion of the course. that is up to them to design, conduct and report on for a.portion: of
/.

their, total grale. It's called the IndependentrProject option, but before describing that,

let's.put the course as a whole in perspective for you.

In many major. universities the introductory psychology course has since the. early

70s been the. most popular offered. We peaked a couple of years ago, but seem tip be

-holding our own or dropping only slightly... The collective student body served by the

from many different Colleges across our university, reflecting--ocourse

courseboth the -varying curricular- requirements of their co ges and the diverse I

goals of the individual students. The curriculum requirements speak- for themselv

fec.ted,--it seems, by ,the wishes of individuallacultyso we'll set them aside. But those

diverse life goals bear some examination.

At the University of Houston, almost' 33% of our students-.-in a tYpical se

--corn from the College-ofBusiness Adrninistration(.)., Another '15% come from
,

NaturarSciences, and 14% from. Humanities and Fine /Arts. In fact, fourth in line, only



12h% of cur students come from our Colleg cif Social 'Sciences That Includes 4

the total enrolled at theStart 'of the course' as psychology majors. AlMost half

remaining 26% ,corn .friam Education, and 9-ie rest are spread across the other six

undergraduate colleg of the University.

In the ,Pa 977 semester-last Fall-71 a e> mining here, wo actually had 1,271

students. Of 'those 53 .,werewere freshmen and 2 % sophomores. 15% were juniors, 8%

seniors. I burden you with these statistics becau a it sets the stage for the discussion to

follow. In short, these are students with diverse-

and personal goals.

en only partially- formulated- career

Klingelhofer (1972) was arnong the first to c anent on the impact of civil rights

legislation and desegregation on increasing the d y of students--especially fres-

hmen--who began enrolling in our college-level cou

Clemson noted the 114% .growth in psychology enrollm

e

t

in the late 60's. David Senn at

during the 1970s 'alone. But he

also noted that "The majority of published articl dealing with the teaching -of

introductory psychology are concerned with various instructional Methods" (1977, p: 124).

In respone to this increasing diversity and numerou other factors, we psychologists

have collectively devoted a lot of time to analyzing new teaching strategies in the past

decade. These strategies have ranged froin variants of he PSI technique (Johnson &

Ruskin, 1977) to computer- managed instruction (Kelley, 1912) and television (McKinney,

197,7)--both of which we have implemented in some ctions of our introductory

psychology course at Houston within the last two years. But these are content concerns in

some sensesconcerned mainly with how the course is shaped nd offered to students.

Another, but ore recent, effort has begun to surface .concerned specifically, with

course processeszecially with how students are learning and ore importantly) applying

that content. Today's symposium is but one symptom of- that co cern. There are other

symptoms Donald Wolfgang commented in December 1976 -1_41 on the problems of
-1,1

supervising undergraduate field experiences. We'll return to that s ortly. Another



. .

intrOductory psychology course offered at Clemson as a general sur
i ' \comparable student ratings, of three distinct topical courses\lat Monmouth College - -to

mentioned b elly earlier.

r reasons directly relate\i to today's symposium topic.

he conclUcted an extensive survey comparing student ratings

ather

y course with

cussed on psychobiology and conditioning, human intelligence, thought and memory, and a

third on personality and social behavior. Not too surprising was th6 finding that the last

coursepersonality and social behavior-- gained the highest overall rating, the mast

disparate ratings in favor of topical vis-a-vis survey-coverage, and the most positive

rd psychology. But I am worried about introducing "topicalness even at the

introductory .ievel WithOut flattering any of us here gathered, I think you can appreciate

the value -of some breadth in perspective when it comes time to read of psychology's

latest political forays in Congress or electing a new president the pages of the Mon'tor!

. But I digress, What are we to do with 1200 students' starting tomorrow; morning at

the University of Ho ton...and elsewhere across our country and-Canada At Houston, 0-

3% of our students' total introductory course grade based on an "independent project"

Students may- own discretion - -opt to do ode of six projects.. One is the 7c p-
\

out" option--a term paper--and 20% do select despite all sorts of social

intellectual counter pressures from an erstwhile instriftor That's probably a tribute to

.-the fraternity file system as much as student laz

ique- -not a review 22% select this Option

Another option Is a book

A third is to serve as a research ass

for a faculty member or graduate student (prescreen n conducting ongoing research:.

7% select this option, but interestingly, this option is limited, by the number of opportuni-

5, not the number ibf undergraduates who- would.-select it! A fourth option is to conduct

piece of supervised, but independent research--12% elect to do so. We've tested

everything from the PepSi Challengeand that's worth a paper in itself some day--to the

behavior of people on the fifth floor of our library in front of whom the elevator door



slides *open to reveal five people facing backward A fifth option I to develop audio

and/or video demonstrations for the course-8% (a number from art) opt for this.

However, the largest.single g oup',select the final option which'is,to do volunteer work In 'a:

pre-authorized community service agen y---.31% seek this option. Why and how the

subject of the rest of my'commentS

This community service option is dearly the most popuUr. We've Studied the

-that are most successfulexternal community agencies-- hat they do and how they do

in (a) attracting student voluntee b) meeting their own needs with our students, and

most importantly (c) meeting our own' educational objectives by means of their -activities.

like to concentrate on three aspects of this optionthe initial activities

preceding placement of the student, our attempts to supervise and influence what hewer's

in the agency, and the process by which we evaluate both the agency And the student's

contributsWo it and to his/her own eduction.

First, I

es hav

look at how.- we established contact with the agencies. A,number

_enused- and I
=

out in advane. Rathir,

decisions -are -till having "tip*" effects, most of which.continue to aid our -progress--

toward successful placement. One move, thent by another faculty member was to enroll.

several' underg aduates to conduct 'a survey of all-the agencies we could conceive of in the

greater. Houston. area (2,i- .million) .- who might be using psychological, principles in.

not prefend for a minute that these were all thought

h 'so many educational- ventures- Series' of smart

delivering their sery c We called asking a couple of general screening questions about

what the University of Houston could offer and the possible needs of that agency. From

among several hundred agencies screened a one-page fact sheet was developed listing

Ovi01.15 things. Such as the agency's name, address, and telephone, as well -as a contact

person. The fact sheet then pretty well disects the agency: Do they have a volunteer

had in, past but not ndw, haven t but would take volunteers, or no

program as such bUt take volunteers). A brief _description of possible-volunteer activit



was solicited, including listing, any special requirerrien of -volunteers such as time or

skill. We also--and this Is important for information to follow--ask about the

t a training Program for velunteers. We seek Information about how volunteers are

supervised and what experiences or skills a volunteer might gain.

Another member of our faculty supervised the collection of this data, and from it

she developed loose-leaf notebook which listsall the agencies, In the Table of. Contents _,

c agencies are then cross-referenced as to the opportunities they offer (recreation,

visiting or companionship, testing/evaluation, research assistance, teaching/tutor-

ing/speaking counseling, advocacy, crisis intervention, as well as step'n'letchit tasks such

as errands or clerical work). The'book is also cross-referenced.by age of the population to

be helped as well as the specialized nature of the population.

resource.

Second, specifically for the introductory psychology cours

a most valuable

I have dev ped a fact

sheet which contains (for the agencies with whom we work most closely, a similar array of

information. We have established :a "University f Houston4 contact person n each of our

cooperating agencies. We list his/her-name and telephone, hours of availability, as well as

when and if special introductory programs will be offered These sheets are posted along

with an indication of the number of volunteer positions _available

sign, the sheet before contacting the agency, and thus the sheet can be

Students are asked to

removed once a

sufficient number of students have signed up.

Thirdly, we also use students as resources- and this is a surprisingly good, vehicle

you don't miss many

ben especially valuable in

by which te identify, new opportunity. \1.10001 Students at a

opporutnit that -are developing in a community! But this

_reaching two kinds of not,frequently-solicited agencie

has

groups.

-city schools and church-related

Finally, in order to keep our own list of opportunities current, we reestablish

telephone contact With the major- agencies each Fall. We also monitor student reports,



or foul-ups a

,thelr occurrence!

addition, to foster contact with the agency, we publish several pages of

guideline

list the general re

and we indicat

alway "Called" to the n uc 's attention within hours o

in.F'symple Psych--a 275-page course outline for the introductory course.

ohsibllitles of the studenfas a public representative ofthe U

We

what the student should report to us at semester's end as well as the

basis on which th report will be graded. Placement i critical and we devote about 25%

of the semester to just this activity. One graduate student is assigned full-time to

monitoi he place nt activities and the agencies themselves.

The'issue of supervision is not an easy one The course Itself 1s the primary vehicle

for conveying the content of the discipline, and since this is almost always the students

formal contact between him- or her-self as. a budding or potential psychologist

any community agency, we are relying on this primarily as first exposuremainly for

experience; not so much for hjghly structured, "behaviorally objectivized" education.

to ork. We do very occasionally experience instances where students get blocked

into step'n'fetchit jobs masquerading as genuine gel.-,vice opportunities, but 'those are fevi

and far between- -more than countered by the 'critical incident" reports we get from

students significantly moved by their volunterr work.

Our formal evaluation procedures are simple. The agency representative ,agr

exchange for the volunteered time (30-40 hours spread over 3-3YL months) to monitor the

hours of , attendance, the actual work of the volunteer, and td supply us with a simple

evaluation of the student's contribu

from the students, one of the it

the agency's own continuing tasks. Second,

on which we ask them to report is their evaluation of

the agency7-confidential of course.: We seek their impressions of what the agency is

attempting to achieve, how well the student thinks these goals are being achieved, and

any independent evidence ,Ithe student can muster to support his/her claims. Keeping

track of these.reports is a remarkably effective means of staying on top 'of the agencies,

with whom we do work'.



Two other kinds of 'evaluations are worth examlninVhere briefly.' One Is the

student ratings of th6 Independent project. In the course evaluations we have regu

asked students to evaluate the tact that none,.25% or 33% of their grade ,(depending on

specific options each sernester)is based on. these independent priojects. With no reward,

few ect to volunteer. Given the: work load geheiated by the volunte work, students

electing this option have 4' gulgiy indicated that gaining only 25w, of their grade was too

little reward for the effort required.' The only d nger with upping the credit to 33%

course requirement imply again,. those diverse career goal --sirnply that some

students are not interested in ar-yl form of independent project. As,a result we have now

made the project optIonal--to be, done in lieu of one of the three- noncumulative course

tests. It is hoped that this arrangement will fit a variety of options -- stressing academics
4

for'those not interested in independent work, but encouraging--and re a din those who

are. For results, tune in next year.

And another way to evaluate these volunteer ic options is to rfnin the

links between volunt ering and our graduates' MployabilitY upon graduation with a

bachelor's degree in a telephone interview conducted in 1976 113ridges, unpublished m

..=

reaching approximately''100 'graduates of the undel-graduate program sti1 living in the

tropolitan area --it. was found that 23% were involved in direct

services delivered to humans, interestingly, two y airs ago only l% of the total sample

reached had extended their initially informal volunteer services into a job upon gradua-

tion, yet 3896_ of the total sample cited the introductory psychology course as supplying

information relevant, to their current job. was the mOst frequently cited cours . That

means (a) it is directly, related, and these volunteer options are beginning to have an

impact, and/or (b) the course, and the question were both-so general that a survey course

such as our introductory offering simply had to qua .y" because of the broad, albeit

shallow coverage offered across such a wide range of topics. The department i mounting

a survey this Fall to. focusamong other .things' -on which courses and activit =ics in the



Ode aduate pr gram (id Fri t directly ranee ds of students as Y 0

Job market. That will provide us with atippportunity, to upgrade our delta.

- The informal, ad/ hoc indexes do clearly Iridicate that a small, but steady minority

of students are very well served and educated by these volunteor services opportunities.

It orients them early toward educating- 'thernselves for a eare9r--an emphasis we have

I more and more in recent years. The agencies are veer well served, Indeed, the

only" terminations df university-agency contact has been initiated by us due to (a)

agencies making too many demands on our volunteers to the detriment of the stud itsi

other studies, and /or (b) training, sessions which we viewed to be insufficient for our -

purposed. NQ agency has ever withdrawn it ell fromir our cooperatives ,venture. Thus,

finally, he tiniv ity itself is being well served by the program. The positive benefits of
-

this:volunteer services option

options now part

modification, (3) social psychology, and (4) industrial/organizational psychology.

lected in the fact that even within psychology such

offer I mental retardation, (2) bchavitti

There must be -flaw in this seemingly idyllic effort, but it is not obvious

'calculating, examining-- ye My experience with experiential

is me a fan of the effort. It links the abstractions of the classrooms with

the realities of--.-a run-down retirement home, a first -rate hospital vol

crisis-hotline service, reading tutorial programs for t:he- economnically dis dvan and

wide variety of school- i ncl church-related recreation prograi

'casualor

learning has

program


